It’s hard to imagine that back in 2013 we embarked on a journey that brought us together from across the globe. Carrying with us our own passions, views and skills we have truly made a lasting impact on this campus. In the last four years we have grown together as scholars, leaders and activists. Now that our time at Kalamazoo College has come to an end, it’s time to celebrate our accomplishments and reflect on our achievements. I hope OrangeZest helps bring to mind the benefits of this wonderful, crazy journey and reminds you that you always have a home and a family at K.

From the bottom of my heart, thank you for making the last four years the most motivating, inspiring and life-changing experience. Congratulations, Class of 2017! Lux esto!

Emily Finch, Editor
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Special Thanks To...

Lisa Darling, Lynnette Pryor and Craig Simpson: I would like to give a special thanks to you and the Office of College Communications. Without this team, OrangeZest 2017 would not have been possible. Thank you for your advice, patience, help and passion for working with students, faculty and staff on projects such as this.

Corrin Davis: for your patience, perserverence, kindness and organization through edits, identification and special projects.

The Office of Alumni Relations, especially Christy Honsberger and Kerri Barker: for your commitment to the Kalamazoo College class of 2017, and your efforts in creating a meaningful book that preserves our years at K.

Hannah L. Kim, Malavika Rao, Kyle Neuner, Miranda Petersen, and past student photographers: you provided the core content for this book, and captivated our experiences at K so masterfully.

Steve Wideen in Atletics, Penny Horne in Student Development, Lisa Murphy ‘98 in Archives, Jory Horner in LandSea and Laura Livingstone-McNelis ‘89 in Theater: Thank you for your time and patience providing me with rosters and photographs of my peers and making the content of this book accessible.

Kalamazoo College Class of 2017: Thank you for making the last four years such an impactful experience.
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